Personal
Protective
Coveralls

In most cases, a gown, procedure mask, eye protection
and gloves are enough when working with clients who
are symptomatic, suspected or positive for COVID-19.
However, if conditions are very unsanitary, or there is
a shortage of gowns, then disposable or re-usable
coveralls may be used to provide additional protection.
PLAN AHEAD

Before you put on coveralls and PPE, be sure you are
ready to safely take off (doff) and dispose of them
without contaminating yourself and others.
You will need:

› A safe area away from contamination
› A surface that can be cleaned and disinfected
› Cleaning and disinfecting wipes
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Putting On Your Personal Protective Coveralls
Preparation

1 Perform hand hygiene. 2 Verify coveralls are
correct size.

3 Ensure all required
PPE is easy to reach.

4 Check coveralls for
damage; if damaged,
discard & get new pair.

Putting on coveralls

5 In seated position, remove
footwear; tuck pant legs
into socks.

6 Without footwear, insert leg
into the coveralls by pointing
foot and guiding it through
the ankle opening. Repeat.

7 Don footwear, ensure legs
of the coveralls are pulled
down over top footwear.

8 Perform hand hygiene,
don exam gloves.

9 Stand & pull coveralls
up to your waist.

10 Insert arm into sleeve,
guide hand through cuffed
opening at wrist. Repeat.

Head and neck covering

11 Don protective face
mask & eye wear.

Cuff of gloves can remain under
cuff of coveralls.

12 If coveralls have attached hood,
pull it over head, pull zipper up.

Final check

13 Don a second pair of
gloves, ensuring cuff of
glove covers cuff at wrist.

14 Check fit of coveralls to ensure
you can move comfortably (stretch,
crouch, move around). After checking
fit, ensure other PPE has not been
affected by movement.
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Taking Off Your Personal Protective Coveralls
Preparation

1 Ensure easy reach of garbage can/hamper to
2 Tilt head back & unzip coveralls
discard PPE. Use Health Canada approved cleaning/
completely without touching skin or clothing.
disinfecting wipes to remove any visible contamination.
Removing coveralls

3 Grasp outside of hood at
temples. Pull outwards to stretch
hood & pull it back off head.

4 Grasp coveralls at shoulder
& pull away from your shoulder,
repeat on other side.

5 After freeing shoulder(s),
remove outer gloves while pulling
arms out & inverting sleeves.

6 With inner gloves on, roll coveralls
down body, careful only to touch
inner surface of coveralls to avoid
self-contamination.

7 Sit down to stabilize yourself,
use your feet to remove your
footwear, & carefully step out
of coveralls.

8 Gently place coveralls
in garbage; if reusable,
put in hamper.

Removing head and face covers

9 Doff secondary
pair of gloves.

10 Perform hand hygiene. 11 Doff eyewear.
**If you are seeing other clients,
you may continue to wear same
mask & eye protection.**

(Discard if single use; if reusable,
put aside for cleaning/disinfecting
at end of doffing process.)

12 Perform hand hygiene.

Cleaning

13 Doff procedure
mask. Don’t reuse.

14 Perform hand hygiene. 15 Don gloves, clean
& disinfect reusable
equipment

(bench/chair, surrounding surfaces,
reusable eyewear, footwear).

16 Once surrounding
surfaces have been
cleaned/disinfected, doff
gloves, perform hand hygiene.
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